Fixing Guide
Conservatory Roof Accessories
This GRP Conservatory Roof Accessories system consists
of a ridge to hip joint (3-way for an Edwardian roof and
5-way for a Victorian roof ), joining ridge/hip caps, and hip
end caps. There is also a 90° ridge end cap. All pieces slot
together for ease-of-use.

Tapco Conservatory Roof Accessories are a standalone
ridge and hip system for Edwardian- and Victorian-type
conservatory roofs. This system is colour-matched to
our most popular TapcoSlate colours .

VICTORIAN CONSERVATORY

Victorian 5-way Ridge to Hip (20° to 30° pitch)

0.5m Ridge/Hip Cap

0.5m Ridge/Hip Cap

Edwardian 3-way Ridge to Hip
(15° to 25° pitch)

EDWARDIAN CONSERVATORY
Victorian Hip End Cap
0.5m Ridge/Hip Cap

Edwardian Hip End Cap
Ridge 90° End Cap

PLEASE NOTE: Conservatory Roof Accessories cannot be inter-used with TapcoSlate Classic
and Aledora ridges and hips from our other accessory lines.
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PREPERATION
This roof system should be fixed to battens on top of the
TapcoSlate roof covering. Each piece slots together to
80mm
form a better bond. For best results, pre-drill each piece
using the formed “dimples” as a guide.

Clear Silicone Sealant
Can Be Used to Further
Weatherproof Joints
if Desired

Next Unit Slides
Into Place
Purpose-built, Slot-together End

Pre-drilled Holes
Batten

Screw Cap

30mm Screw
Pre-marked “Dimples”
for Screw Fixing

Each unit can be carefully cut/shaped/notched according
to roofscape. Hip and Ridge ends should be finished with
the appropriate end cap.

FIXING BATTENS
Use one of the Ridge/Hip Caps as a guide for laying out
25mm x 50mm fixing battens on top of roof tiles. Please
note that the fixing slot is shallower than the open edge of
the cap and battens should be fixed to match the shallower
fitment so that the next unit can be slid into place.
Ridge/Hip Cap
Note Shallower
Edge
Tile

25mm x 50mm Battens

FIXING UNITS
Each unit slots into each other to form a weatherproof
bond. Clear silicone sealant can be used in the
slot-together joints to further weatherproof the roof if so
desired. Each unit should be fixed with 30mm outdoor
use Phillips Bugle screws and colour matched screw caps
(provided). Alternative fixing holes can be pre-drilled to
suit. DO NOT OVERTIGHTEN SCREWS.

PLEASE NOTE: the Victorian 5-way unit is suitable for
conservatory roof pitches of 20° to 30°, and the Edwardian
3-way unit is suitable for conservatory roof pitches of 15°
to 25°.
Conservatory Roof Accessories are not made from the same material as
TapcoSlate but are GRP products painted to match our product colours.
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